Red Envelope (Bill Pocket)

Designed in 6/97 and diagrammed on 1/11/2000
24 cm square produces 16 cm x 8 cm envelope

1. Start from red square with white side up if from colored kami; Make creases in 3 divisions.

2. Folded line does not need to be in exact 1/3 position. Just use your visual judgement.

3. Make crease on upper part; Mountain fold the lower part.

4. 

5. Fold both corners into pockets; Crease lower flap.

6. 

7. Mountain fold.

8. Enlarged; Tuck right flap into grooved pocket as indicated.

9. Fold all layers up

10. Tuck into the pocket behind

11. Finished

NOTES FROM THE AUTHOR:
* Skip folding corners in step 5 if you don't want money exposed.
** Adjust pleat in step 4 to customize finished size.